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Love - For self in flesh and energy, God as you understand that to be, High Self as you can discern with out
doubt, and Spirit as exists in all creation and those same aspects as loved by others. Love without infliction. Love without
expectation. Communicated freely.

Truth - To be given at all times with discernment and humble clarity.
Forgiveness - For self and others.
Trust - In self and High Self or God as this can be understood by you. In the path of your life as it is
revealed to you and by you. That the person behind your eyes is as worthy of love as anything in front of them.

Gratitude - Of life, of health as it is for you, of understanding as it is for you. Of others as they reflect
you. Of experience as it embraces you.

Surrender - As it advances you and keeps you out of your way.
Courage - For yourself and those who walk with you. The solitary figure on the horizon walks alone yet
broadcasts a security of conscience and integrity with every step. The quality of fearlessness. The integrity of personal faith.

Charity - The gifting of love by the actions of love for those we are blessed with the opportunity of helping.
Strength - That we may have the confidence of knowledge and the ability to hold it.
Patience - For the nurturing of our own progression without haste.
Harmony - In the balance and flow of our energies and actions as we experience life and life
experiences us. For the song of our lives as heard by the harmonies of those who sing with us.

Service - A gift of love, for the sake of love, with the results of love.
These are just "some" feelings about only "some" of the morals that I have experienced. They are what I have had profound experience with inside
the Kundalini. These are aspects of what I have come to understand and compare with "right action". I am not pushing them only stating them.
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